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Trapping aspects in two typical silicon-based nanostructures are investigated. Both 1D
nanocrystalline porous silicon structures and 2D (nc-Si/CaF2)50 multilayered structures are
considered. The curves of relaxation current versus temperature were obtained using the thermally
stimulated currents method without external bias. Two types of maxima (rather broad maxima and
spikes) were experimentally evidenced. The spikes are due to the stress-induced traps and their
parameters are temperature dependent. To describe the trapping-detrapping-retrapping processes, a
general model was proposed. The temperature dependence of stress-induced trap concentrations was
described by a power law and the corresponding temperature dependence of cross-sections by a
Gaussian law. The model was successfully applied on available experimental data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The trapping processes play an important role in the electrical transport and phototransport as well as in
the light absorption and emission in nanostructured materials and devices. They influence the behavior of the
nanostructures and modify the device parameters and consequently the functioning of the devices in an
useful or an useless way [1−18].
In the nanostructured materials and particularly, in silicon-based nanostructures, specific aspects of
trapping phenomena appear. Thus, the trapping processes are dominated by the traps located at the
surface/interface due to the big area/volume ratio, that can reach the value of 108 m-1 for nanocrystals. These
surface/interface traps are formed by the adsorption, the dangling bonds, and the internal stresses induced by
lattice misfit [19−26]. In multilayered structures some misfits are produced by the difference between
dilatation coefficients and they only act during the cooling or heating the nanostructure. Obviously, the
parameters of these traps depend on the cooling/heating regime.
During the past few decades, considerable progress regarding the properties of Si-based nanostructures
and devices, influenced by the presence of traps was achieved. The most investigated trap centers are related
to Si/SiO2 interfaces in 2D nanostructures or in devices containing 2D layers. In Ref. [27] the authors use an
enhanced spectroscopic charge pumping method to study the Si/SiO2 interface states in submicron sized
MOSFETs (metal-oxide-silicon-field-effect-transistors) with 5.5 nm SiO2 gate dielectrics. The density of
states was electrically measured. They demonstrate that the Si/SiO2 interface states are mainly of amphoteric
Pb center type. The Pb centers, identified by the double peak response signature, are completely different from
bulk trap contamination. The Si/SiO2 interface traps were also investigated in submicron MOSFETs [28]
using both charge pumping and random telegraph signal techniques. This study is very important because the
presence of traps at the interface between the two gate oxides (a tunnel oxide of 0.8 – 1.2 nm and a deposited
high temperature oxide of about 8 nm) produces variations in the drain current. The authors found some
hundred fast traps located at this interface and determined their characteristics, i.e. energy position within the
silicon bandgap, capture cross section and position within the gate oxide. CMOS (complementary MOS)
scaling generates undesirable phenomena, e.g. short channel effect, tunneling leakage and parameter
fluctuation [24]. If a charge trap layer is positioned on an arch gate silicon fin in an arch gate structure, the
electric field at the tunnel oxide is enhanced and it is reduced at the control oxide, while increasing the
effective width of the channel between the source and drain. The study of defects in Si/SiO2 structures is
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made by analyzing of capacitance-voltage (C – V) and conductance-voltage (G – V) characteristics versus
frequency [29]. They are located in ultrathin (~ 10 nm) oxide grown by thermal oxidation at low temperature
of hydrogenated Si with orientations (100) and (111), obtained by the hydrogen plasma exposure of Si wafer
priorly oxidized. The C – V and G – V characteristics evidence different defects, ones related to interface
traps (located in Si gap), the others related to border traps (deeply located in the growing oxide), and the
third to bulk Si traps. It was shown that the precursors for trap formation are defects present in less dense Si
surface region which is very thin, that contain voids produced during hydrogenation. During oxidation
process they are incorporated in the oxide. Conventional silicon MOS (Al/SiO2/Si MIS) capacitors (interface
states) were used, together with proton implanted GaAs Schottky diodes (bulk traps), in order to
experimentally test a method, proposed in Ref. [30], which discerns between interface states and bulk traps.
The SiO2 layer was grown by a dry thermal oxidation and has a thickness of 75 nm. The peak related to
interface states, in two deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) spectra measured at fixed pulse voltage, is
recognized by its shift towards higher temperatures with the increase of the reverse voltage modulus,
whereas the one related to bulk traps remains the same or it moves towards lower temperature.
In order to have a better performance of scaled MOSFET devices, one can use oxidized strained Si
layers on SixGe1−x virtual substrates as an alternative to the standard Si/SiO2 interface [25]. These layers have
a lower density of both interface traps and near interface traps than Si/SiO2 interface. Ioannou-Sougleridis
et al. [25] studied the electrical properties of strained-Si/relaxed SixGe1−x heterostructure, consisting of p++
boron doped Si wafer, epitaxial p-type silicon layer, graded SixGe1−x, Si0.78Ge0.22 layer, and strained 13 nm
thick Si layer. C – V characteristics were measured at different frequencies, as well as conductance
characteristics vs. frequency for different gate voltages and at different temperatures. The authors of Ref.
[25] evidenced the presence of interfacial traps with large density. Their density is dependent on the
oxidation process, increasing with the increase of the oxidation time. On the other hand, when the strained Si
layer is exhausted by the oxidation process, the density reduces. This proves that the strained
silicon/Si0.78Ge0.22 interface is a main source of these defects.
Trapping of carriers in nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si) is intensively studied in the literature [16, 31] due
to its possible applications as memory devices (nanocrystals charge trap memory application) [2, 3]. Carriers
are trapped on the quantum confinement levels of a nanodot [32]. Charge DLTS (Q-DLTS) technique was
used in order to study the charging of nc-Si embedded in a SiO2 matrix [32]. Two deep traps were detected,
these levels being associated with the nanocrystals due to carrier trapping on the quantum confinement levels
of a nanodot. Lin et al. [16] also studied the memory properties and charge effect in isolated nc-Si, obtained
by a dewetting process of a thin Si layer deposited on a tunneling (5 nm thick) SiO2 layer. They used the
conductive tip of a scanning capacitance microscop to apply DC bias and thus to individually inject charges
(electrons or holes) into Si nanocrystals, which were then recorded by the scanning capacitance spectroscopy
images. The trapping of these charges will produce a capacitance modification which can be easily detected
at the nanometer scale with these techniques.
Charge trapping properties are also interesting in Ge quantum dots. Buljan et al. [33] studied trapping
properties in two bilayer (Ge+SiO2)/SiO2 films consisting of Ge quantum dots embedded in a SiO2 matrix
separated by a SiO2 layer with 5 nm thickness. These films were deposited by magnetron sputtering on a
rippled substrate and annealed either in vacuum or forming gas. Thus, self-ordered Ge quantum dots were
obtained. C – V characteristics taken at high-frequency and DLTS spectra were recorded in order to describe
the charge trapping. The authors of Ref. [33] showed that in films annealed in forming gas the charge
trapping in quantum dots is dominant, while in those annealed in vacuum, Si-SiO2 interface trapping occurs.
In this paper we present and discuss the trapping phenomena in two Si-based nanostructures, one being
a 1D nanocrystalline porous silicon (nc-PS) structure and the other one a 2D (nc-Si/CaF2)50 multilayered
structure. The experimental curves of the relaxation current versus temperature were obtained by thermally
stimulated currents method without external bias. A model to describe the relaxation currents was proposed
and experimental results were discussed in the framework of this model.
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Nanocrystalline porous silicon films were prepared by the classical method of electrochemical etching,
followed by photochemical processing, from (100) p-type silicon (Si) wafer [34−36]. This preparation
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procedure assures forming of 1D nanostructures in which nc-Si wires have diameters between 1 and 3 nm
and lengths of micrometer order of magnitude. 2D multilayered structures of (nc-Si/CaF2)50 were prepared by
molecular beam epitaxy and they are formed by 50 pairs of nc-Si and CaF2 layers, each layer with thickness
g = 1.6 nm [22, 37−39]. All the investigated structures have sandwich geometry of electrodes with
semitransparent top electrode, so that all the non-homogeneities parallel to the top electrode are averaged
over the top electrode area A. Consequently, the horizontal trap distribution (parallel to the top electrode) can
be considered as homogeneous [22].
As investigation method for trapping processes we choose the method of thermally stimulated currents
without external bias (also called optical charging spectroscopy) [40]. This zero-bias method allows the
generating of an internal electrical field by illuminating the samples at low temperatures, with a light
wavelength λ, chosen in the absorption band. Thus, the photogenerated carriers diffuse in the structure with
different velocities (vn ≠ vp) during their lifetime and they are trapped generating a frozen-in electric field. In
the Si-based nanostructures investigated in this work, both the absorption length and bipolar diffusion length
are greater than the thickness of the film d, and the illumination time is sufficiently long so that the uniform
filling (charging) of the traps is achieved. If the absorption length and bipolar diffusion length are smaller
than the structure thickness or if the illumination time is not long enough, one obtains a gradient of trap
charging. The heating made at a constant rate under no external bias will produce a trap discharge, so that the
detrapped carriers move under the internal electric field produced by still trapped carriers. A relaxation
current, dependent on the frozen-in electric field, is measured. The movement of the discharge carriers under
the electric field produced by still trapped carriers makes this method more sensitive in comparison to
classical thermally stimulated current one where during the heating, discharge carriers move under external
bias. The experimental current-temperature curves present positive and/or negative maxima and/or shoulders
where from, the depth of the trapping levels (activation energies) and trap concentrations are determined.
A typical experimental curve of the relaxation current versus temperature obtained on nc-PS
nanostructure is presented in Fig. 1 [41]1. In order to obtain accurate activation energies, the fractional heating

Fig. 1 – Relaxation current versus temperature in nc-PS, for charging wavelength λ = 0.5 µm [41].

procedure was performed. Starting from the lowest measurement temperature T0, the sample is heated up to
the first maximum located at the lowest temperature and kept there until the current almost vanishes, i.e. the
trapping level is completely discharged. Then, the sample is cooled down to T0 and again the sample is
heated up to the second maximum and/or shoulder and so on. The retrapping process will produce the
appearance of the current maximum after the trapping level corresponding to it is discharged. Using
fractional heating procedure, the activation energies obtained from the increasing part of the discharge
1

Reprinted from Journal of Applied Physics 94 (1), V. Iancu, M.L. Ciurea, M. Draghici, “Modeling of optical charging
spectroscopy investigation of trapping phenomena in nanocrystalline porous silicon”, 216-223, Copyright (2003), with permission
from American Institute of Physics.
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exp
exp
currents are Etexp
1 = 0.29 eV , Et 3 = 0.47 eV , Et 4 = 0.61 eV and a broad maximum whose activation energy

is Etexp
2 = 0.37 ÷ 0.41 eV . The broad maximum number 2 corresponds to the superposition of two very close
trapping levels that can not be experimentally separated.
In 2D (nc-Si/CaF2)50 structures two types of trapping aspects are evidenced. If the sample is cooled
down in quasistatic regime the relaxation current presents maxima typical for normal trapping levels. If the
cooling is relatively fast, in the temperature dependence of the relaxation current, several spikes (very sharp
ones) are evidenced. These spikes also appear in the curves of relaxation currents although the sample was
not illuminated at low temperature (zero curve). This behavior suggests that spikes are due to the misfit
produced by the difference between the dilatation coefficients of adjacent layers of nc-Si and CaF2.
A typical temperature dependence of the relaxation current when the structure was cooled down under
a quasistatic regime, measured on 2D (nc-Si/CaF2)50 structures is presented in Fig. 2 [22]2. The experimental
exp
activation energies obtained from the fractional heating procedure are Etexp
1 = 0.30 eV , Et 2 = 0.42 eV ,
exp
Etexp
3 = 0.44 eV and Et 4 = 0.75 eV . A similar curve when the structure is cooled down relatively fast is
illustrated in Fig. 3 [42]. As one can see, the curves contain very sharp spikes in comparison with those due
to the “normal” traps that are rather broad, as in Fig. 2. Also, these curves are very noisy so that a procedure
of optimal linear smoothing was required to be used [26].

Fig. 2 – Relaxation current versus temperature in (nc-Si/CaF2)50,
for charging wavelength λ = 0.5 µm [22].

Fig. 3 – Relaxation current versus temperature in (ncSi/CaF2)50, for charging wavelength λ = 1 µm [42].

3. THEORETICAL MODELING

In order to describe the relaxation currents obtained without external bias presented in the previous
section we proposed a general model discussed in detail in the Refs. 22 and 26.
The hypotheses of the model are the following: (1) the structure thickness d (thickness of nc-PS film
and (nc-Si/CaF2)50, respectively) is much smaller than both the absorption length and the bipolar diffusion
one, so that the traps are fully filled; (2) the trapping levels have zero width; (3) the cooling is quasistatic in
order to evidence “normal” traps or relatively fast to evidence spikes; (4) the heating is quasistatic using a
small heating rate β.
Under these assumptions, the trapping, detrapping and retrapping processes are described by the
following equations [22, 26]:

2
Reprinted from Solid-State Electronics 51 (10), M. L. Ciurea, V. Iancu, M. R. Mitroi, “Trapping phenomena in silicon-based
nanocrystalline semiconductors”, 1328-1337, Copyright (2007), with permission from Elsevier.
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for electrons, and analogue for holes:
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∑τ
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T
∂
β


(2)

where τ n = 1 c n N t and τ p = 1 c p Pt are the non-equilibrium carrier lifetime for electrons and holes,
respectively, cn (T ) = sn (T ) ve (T ) and c p (T ) = s p (T ) vh (T ) are the capture coefficients with sn and sp
capture cross-sections, and ve (T ) = 3kT me∗ , vh (T ) = 3kT mh∗ . For normal traps, capture coefficients are
given by the thermal velocities, only, and for stress induced traps, the capture cross-sections also depend on
the temperature.
∆n (T ) ≡ n (T ) − n0 (T ) =

∑τ

c

ni ni

(T ) N cti (T ) nti (T ) ,

i

∆p (T ) ≡ p (T ) − p0 (T ) = ∑τ pj c pj (T ) Pvtj (T ) ptj (T ) .
j

(3)
(4)

n0(T) and p0(T) represent the equilibrium electron and hole concentrations, respectively, and nti (T ) , ptj (T )
represent the concentrations of carriers trapped on the levels i, j.
Here Ncti(T) and Pvtj(T) are given by the following expressions
 m∗ kT
N cti (T ) = 2  e 2
 2π=


 Ec − Eti
 exp  − kT




,


 m∗ kT
Pvtj (T ) = 2  h 2
 2π=

 Ev − Etj 

 exp  kT 




(5)

for normal traps, and for stress-induced trap concentrations we proposed a temperature dependence
according to a power law, as follows
γn

γp



T 
T 
N t (T ) = N t  1 −  , Pt (T ) = Pt ( 0)  1 −  ,
(6)
 Ts 
 Ts 
where TS is the storage temperature, γn ≥ 1 and γp ≤ 4 are integer exponents.
The frozen-in electric field, under the model hypotheses, and considering that all the traps are located
at the interfaces between layers in the case of 2D Si-based nanostructures, is
( 0)

2q + 1 eg 
~
E (T ) =

4 ε 0ε r 



∑ p (T ) − ∑ n (T ) ,
tj

j

ti

i



(7)

with εr being the Si and CaF2 permittivity, for nc-PS and (nc-Si/CaF2)50 structures, respectively.
The total discharge current is
I (T ) =

A
d

d

∫ j ( z, T ) dz ≡ Aj (T ) ,

(8)

0

~
where j(z,T) is the current density, and j (T ) is its mean value. The current density j(z,T), as well as the total
discharge current, have five terms corresponding to five possible contributions: the Ohmic conduction
current density produced by equilibrium carriers ( je = σ0 (T ) Ez ( z , T ) ), the non-equilibrium carrier
conduction current density ( jne = ∆σ ( z , T ) Ez ( z , T ) being the most important term to the discharge current,
for Ohmic conduction), the diffusion current density, negligible in the model hypotheses, the displacement
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current density and the tunneling current density, both negligible for nc-PS structures, but important for 2D
(nc-Si/CaF2)50 structures (see details in Ref. 22).
In nc-PS structures, the total current is given by the formula
I (T ) =

A
d

d

∫ ( j ( z , T ) + j ( z , T ) ) dz ,
e

(9)

ne

0

with σ0 (T ) = e µ n (T ) n0 (T ) + µ p (T ) p0 (T )  and ∆σ ( z , T ) = e µ n (T ) ∆n ( z , T ) + µ p (T ) ∆p ( z , T )  .
In (nc-Si/CaF2)50 nanostructures, the total current is the sum of displacement and tunneling currents
I (T ) = I d (T ) + I t (T ) ,

(10)

where the displacement current is

I d (T ) = ε 0 ε r Aβ

dE
dT

(11)

and the tunneling current is


I t (T ) = sign U  I n
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with
In =

enAve
3

and I p =

epAvh
3

,

(13)
8emh∗U p g 2
8eme∗U n g 2
αn =
,
α
=
.
p
=2
=2
In the case of (nc-Si/CaF2)50 nanostructures, the experimental sharp spikes due to the stress-induced
traps are well fitted if a temperature dependence of the capture cross-sections is introduced. For this, we
consider that the capture cross-section is proportional to probability distributions, centered on the spike
temperature position with a Gaussian form, suggested by the thermodynamical fluctuation theory
(0)

sni = sni

 (T − Tni )2
exp  −

2Wni2


 (T − T )2

pj
(0)
 , s pj = s pj exp  −
2


2W pj




.



(14)

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The application of our model to the experimental results requires using the activation energies obtained
from fractional heating measurements, as start values. For other necessary start parameters such as capture
cross-sections and lifetimes we used data from literature. The system of equations (1–2) was solved using
Rkadapt solver in a dedicated Mathcad 14.0 program.
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The fit of the relaxation current curves obtained for nc-PS structures is presented in Fig. 1. In these
structures the retrapping process is weak, so that a simplified model can be used as a result of decoupling of
equations (1)-(2). The data obtained from fitting are presented in Table 1 [40, 41].
Table 1
Parameters of trapping levels obtained in nc-PS structures

Etiexp

N t ( Pt )

(eV)
0.29

(10 cm )
18.0
15.0
2.5
14.0
0.85

11

0.37 – 0.41
0.47
0.61

s

-18

(10

-3

Etim

τ
(ns)

2

cm )

3.0
3.0
1.5
0.9
3.0

(eV)
0.30
0.37
0.41
0.47
0.61

50
50
50
50
150

One can see from Table 1 that the broad maximum ( Etexp
2 = 0.37 ÷ 0.41 eV ) was split in two trapping
levels with the activation energies Etm2 ' = 0.37 eV and Etm2" = 0.41 eV . The identification of trapping type
levels (traps for electrons or holes) can be determined taking into account the differences between the
mobilities and effective masses between electrons and holes. Thus, the traps corresponding to Etm1 , Etm2 ' and

Etm4 are traps for holes, while the others are traps for electrons. All the traps, but Etm4 , are located on the
surface of the nanowires, Etm4 being located in their volume.
In Table 2 are presented the parameters of “normal” traps as they result from curves illustrated in Fig. 2
for (nc-Si/CaF2)50 structures [22]. Looking at parameter values from both Tables 1 and 2, one can observe
that they are very close to each other, therefore we can conclude that they are specific to nc-Si-based
structures (trap concentrations are dependent on the structure).
Table 2
Parameters of “normal” trapping levels obtained in (nc-Si/CaF2)50 structures (curve from Fig. 2)

Etiexp

N t ( Pt )

(eV)
0.30
0.42
0.44
0.75

(10 cm )
66.00
26.00
0.29
55.00

14

-3

s

-18

(10

2

cm )

1.70
0.41
1.00
1.50

τ
(ns)

γ

400
400
180
400

4
4
0
0

Etim
(eV)
0.30
0.42
0.44
0.72

As it was already mentioned in the preceding section on theoretical modeling, in order to fit the
experimental sharp spikes, we introduced a temperature dependence of the capture cross-sections. Thus, by
introducing formula (14) in the system of equations (1–2), the sharp spikes are well fitted (with Gaussian
width of 2 K) as one can see in Fig. 3. The results are presented in Table 3. We also notice that only three
maxima and minima were fitted, the others being too close, therefore they are insignificant.
Table 3
Parameters of the stress-induced traps obtained in (nc-Si/CaF2)50 structures (curve from Fig. 3)

Tn , T p
(K)
229
232
236

N t(0 ) , Pt(0 )

(1015 cm-3)
6.8
0.9
3.14

s (0 )

(10-18 cm2)
50
50
50

5. CONCLUSIONS

Etim
(eV)
0.42
0.44
0.45
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In this paper we have investigated trapping processes in both 1D nc-PS structures and 2D (ncSi/CaF2)50 multilayered structures. We used the method of thermally stimulated current without external bias,
recording the temperature dependence of relaxation currents. Two different shapes of maxima were
experimentally evidenced in the curves of relaxation current versus temperature. Some of them are rather
broad (already a well known result), and they are evidenced in both structures, whereas the other maxima are
sharp spikes that appear in 2D (nc-Si/CaF2)50 multilayered structures, only. We demonstrated that spikes are
given either by discharging of stress-induced traps produced by the lattice misfit or by the difference
between dilatation coefficients.
A general model for trapping-detrapping-retrapping processes was proposed in order to describe both
types of maxima in the investigated structures. A system of non-linear coupled differential equations
describes these processes. It was experimentally proved that the parameters of spikes are dependent on
cooling rate. Thus, we proposed a power law for the temperature dependence of the stress-induced traps
concentration, and a Gaussian law for the temperature dependence of their capture cross-section.
We applied the model to experimental results and a good fit was obtained. From this model, the
parameters of traps which are present in the two investigated Si-based nanostructures were determined.
Finally one notices that some of the traps investigated in this work are in fact typical for Si-based
nanostructures.
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